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Thank you for adopting Panasonic DATA ARCHIVER Manager.

This document describes how to use the DATA ARCHIVER Manager.
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Introduction
System overview
Purpose
DATA ARCHIVER Manager (Linux version) handles the files that are stored on the DATA ARCHIVER or SCALABLE 
DATA ARCHIVER optical disk library device (hereinafter referred to as DA unit) by using the Open Stack Object 
Storage (hereinafter referred to as Swift) API. This system allows any program that supports the Swift API to utilize 
the DA unit. In addition, if a cloud storage gateway (S3QL) is added to the system, it can be used as a NAS file 
system. 
DA unit is a storage device that records to magazines, and it is very different from the hard-disk-based storage 
expected by Swift. In order to bridge this difference, DATA ARCHIVER Manager (Linux version) expands or changes 
the functionality of Swift, providing an independent magazine management system. For magazine management, a 
magazine administrator can use either the API or Web interface. This Operation Guide describes the user interface 
of the DATA ARCHIVER Manager (Linux version). For information about the API, refer to the API specification. 

Features
∫Objects are stored in the magazines on a DA unit, not stored in the disk storage managed by the Swift-object-

server.

∫Object supports user metadata.

∫Object can be redundant (mirror recording to more than one magazine).

∫The association of magazines and Swift container can be specified.

∫The magazine stored object can be offline (removed from a DA unit), and Swift responds to it appropriately if 
offline.

∫Media that has been ejected from the DA unit holds the object body, object name and user metadata.

On the subsequent pages, product names are referred to as follows.
DATA ARCHIVER Manager (Linux version)  DA Manager
SCALABLE DATA ARCHIVER  Scalable DA
DATA ARCHIVER  DA
DATA ARCHIVER and SCALABLE DATA ARCHIVER  DA unit
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Introduction System overview
System overview

Components required for system (typical components)

Components used as required
G Shelf, etc.

The magazines not loaded in the DA unit are stored.

About users
1 User

A user reads/writes objects or data, and manages containers.
2 Magazine administrator

A magazine administrator performs the management of the magazines and the shelf to store the magazines as 
well as general user functions. A system administrator may serve also as the magazine administrator.

3 System administrator
A system administrator performs various system settings, management of DA unit, and may also serve as the 
magazine administrator.

A Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 or
Cent OS 7 capable server

D Maria DB
E HDD as the cache

B DA unit F Keystone
C At least one magazine

 

 



 













DA Manager

DA unit

Magazine/DA unit 
information writing

Magazine/DA unit
information reading

Tentative object writing

Object reading

Object writingObject reading System 
administration

Database

Cache

Magazine load

Magazine eject

Magazine 
administration

System administrator Magazine administratorUser

Object writing (batch)Object reading (batch)

Magazine

Authentication
Keystone
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Introduction System overview
Swift overview
As a prerequisite to using this Operation Guide, the following is a summary of standard Swift.

∫Swift is a distributed object storage system and delivers a storage system with the availability, robustness, and 
redundancy of multiple server programs on one or more nodes (machines) operating concurrently.

∫Swift configures the system with two types of nodes.
≥Proxy node: The Swift-proxy-server operates as the endpoint of a Swift API. One or more nodes can be installed 

and the performance will be scaled out by increasing the number of nodes.
≥Storage node: Stores the data. Swift-account-server, Swift-container-server, and Swift-object-server are running 

and manage the account, container, and object data in storage. The node also performs an asynchronous 
process for data maintenance. Normally, the number of nodes to be installed is equal to or greater than the num-
ber of replicas (redundant data). The data storage capacity will scale out by increasing the 
number of nodes.

∫The data is managed in the hierarchical structure as account, container, and object.
≥Users are authenticated per account.
≥Each account can have more than one container. As a concept, a container is similar to a file system directory, 

but a container cannot have a container within it.
≥Multiple objects can be stored in a container.
≥One or more data can be optionally assigned to an account, container, and object respectively. The data from 

Swift, such as the object creation time information (Date) and the hash value of the object (Etag) are referred to 
as “system meta data” in this Operation Guide. In addition, a user can assign any of the data. The data is 
referred to as “user meta data” in this Operation Guide.

∫To operate account, container, and object, use HTTP-based (REST) API.

Differences from standard Swift
The magazines in the DA unit are unlike HDD or SSD and have the following characteristics.
≥ The magazine comprises WORM (Write Once Read Many) media.
≥ The free space does not increase even if the data in the magazine is deleted.
≥ The magazine will not be accessible while a magazine is moving or exchanging in the DA unit.
≥ To operate a magazine, the DA Manager has an additional unique API.

Note
≥ For more information about DA Manager's unique API, refer to the API specification (API Specification of DATA 

ARCHIVER Manager).
6
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Correspondence between Swift account/container/object and 
magazines
The following is the correspondence between Swift account, container, and object and the magazines in the DA unit 
in this system.
The objects in Swift are stored in magazines in DA Manager. The objects that are mirrored will be recorded in 
another magazine, not recorded in the same magazine.

The positions of the magazine in DA Manager are as follows:
1 There is a magazine that has not been assigned to any accounts.
2 First, assign the magazine to the account. A collection of magazines assigned per account unit is referred to as 

a “Magazine set”.
3 Next, assign the magazine per container from the unused magazines that have been assigned to the account. 

When the “Automatic Magazine Assignment” ( 33) in “Registering containers” is enabled, the assignment 
from the magazine set (blank) to the container will be started automatically as required. The magazine assigned 
to a container will be assigned to a magazine group. A magazine group consists of the number of magazines 
that are the same number of mirror value. In addition, the magazine stores several objects at the same time 
rather than only one object.

Magazine with 
assigned container

3

2

1

Magazine with assigned 
account
(= Magazine set)

Magazine without 
assigned account

Magazine group

Magazine group

Mirror

Mirror

Magazine Magazine

Magazine Magazine

Object

Object

Object

Object

Object

Container Container

Account
(=Tenant)

Account
(=Tenant)
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Introduction System overview
Relationship of the magazine group and redundancy (mirror)
Object redundancy is available in this system. Redundancy can be specified in “Container management” -> 
“Registering containers” -> “Mirror” ( 33). The object is recorded in multiple magazines according to the number 
specified in “Mirror”. Those magazines are collected as the “Magazine Group” and are identified by the same 
“Magazine Group ID”. The number of magazines (Mirror) in the magazine group will be the number for multiplexing 
which guarantees the redundancy of the objects in this system. This multiplexing mechanism does not have the 
function of Swift automatic redeployment.

The following shows the relationship between the logical magazine group, in which the object is recorded, and the 
physical magazine placement when the mirror value has been specified as 2.

Note
≥ To group the magazines, it is recommended that magazines which have a different storage node must be 

specified.

Magazine 02

Magazine 07

Magazine 07

Magazine 02

Object

Magazine group

Storage node 1

Storage node 3

Object body

Object body
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System configuration example

The system can consist of the following configuration.
≥ Distributed object storage that consists of the proxy node and the storage node that is connected to the DA unit, 

and is accessible with HTTP/REST API and a proprietary API.
≥ NAS storage that has a S3QL file system as a higher-layer above the proxy node, and is accessible with NFS/

CIFS protocol.

Examples of object storage configuration follow:

1 Connection configuration example with the higher-layer application server

Note
≥ In each configuration example, Keystone and database can be configured on another server.

 

 

 

 

 
Application server

NAS connection (NFS/CIFS protocol)

S3QL
Proxy node
• Keystone
• Database
Storage node
• Cache

DA unit

Application server

REST/HTTP

Proxy node
• Keystone
• Database

Storage node
• Cache

DA unit

Example of object storage configuration Example of NAS storage configuration
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Introduction System overview
The proxy nodes, database, storage nodes, cache, and Keystone can be deployed on the same server and 
connected to the DA unit.

The configuration of a server that has storage nodes and cache connected to the DA unit can be added to the object 
storage configuration example above in order to extend the data capacity.

2 Minimum system configuration example

3 Scale-out configuration example (1)

 

 
Application server

REST/HTTP

Proxy node
• Keystone
• Database
Storage node
• Cache

DA unit

 

 

   

Application server

REST/HTTP
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• Storage node
Cache

• Storage node
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Introduction System overview
The system performance will be improved by adding the proxy node and database to the scale-out configuration 
example (1).

4 Scale-out configuration example (2)

 

 

   

 

Application server

REST/HTTP

• Proxy node
• Keystone
• Database

DA unit DA unit DA unit

• Storage node
Cache

• Storage node
Cache

• Storage node
Cache
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Load balancer
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Introduction
Scheme for writing and reading data
Processing flow
The server which is running the DA Manager can be seen from the client PC as the object storage or NAS (if S3QL 
has been installed).
When files are read simultaneously by multiple PCs, DA Manager sequentially executes processing.
When files are written simultaneously by multiple PCs, DA Manager temporarily stores the files in a cache* and 
writes them to a magazine according to a schedule.

* DA Manager uses a cache to achieve high-speed data access. DA Manager reads data not stored on the cache 
from and writes data to magazines in batch processing.

Data write flow

  
Application server

Proxy node
Swift compatibility API

Proprietary API
Database

DA control APIStorage node

Scheduler

Batch Processing

Cache

Application server

Proxy node
Swift compatibility API

Proprietary API
Database

DA control APIStorage node

Scheduler

Batch Processing

Cache

Object storage process NAS process

S3QL DAM API

DA unit DA unit
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Introduction Scheme for writing and reading data
Object storage process
To write data to a magazine, DA Manager uses write cache and batch processing capabilities.
1 Application server PUTs the object that the user wishes to write into the proxy node.

2 The proxy node receives this object, and it will be stored in the cache of the storage node. The metadata can be 
set as required.

3 The object in the cache is recorded in the magazine by a synchronization batch that is launched at a preset time 
or at regular intervals.

4 When the object completes the recording to the magazine, the object remains in the expired-read cache and will 
be automatically deleted when the cache free space is insufficient.

NAS process
1 The application server accesses the S3QL to write a file. S3QL converts the file name to the object name to 

PUT the object into a proxy node.

2 The following process is the same as the behavior of the object storage above.

Note
≥ Frequent magazine replacement may occur if you access more than one nearline object ( 17) at the same 

time. The object transfer speed will be reduced, and the response time for an operation may be significantly 
longer.
13



Introduction Scheme for writing and reading data
Specifications on writing to magazines

Recording method
The magazine is a write-once medium using the optical disc technology.
Writing to the magazine conforms to the ISO 9660 standard.
Data is recorded to each disc in the magazine using RAID technology. A RAID level can be selected in units of 
containers from among RAID 0, RAID 5, and RAID 6.

Encryption
When data is written in a magazine, it can be encrypted and recorded in the magazine. This encryption prevents 
data from being read and falsified in a system not having a correct encryption key.
There are four options for encryption in units of containers as shown below.

1 Non-use of encryption
2 Encryption using the system key set at DA Manager installation
3 Encrypted using a desired account key ( 28)
4 Encryption using a desired container key in units of containers ( 32)

Encryption keys are managed in a database. When the application attempts to read data stored in an encrypted 
magazine or to write data in the magazine, DA Manager automatically fetches an encryption key from the database 
and sets it in the DA unit. For this reason, the application can read and write data without being conscious of the 
presence of encryption.
The system key, account key, and container key are saved to a file.
A system key is generated in the course of DA Manager installation, and its file is stored on a DA Manager 
installation server.
An account key is generated by executing the generate account key file when configuring “Container Default 
Setting” in “Account Settings”, and the file will be saved on the PC with which “Container Default Setting” is being 
configured.
When a container key file is generated at the time of new container creation, a container key is stored on the PC in 
use for container creation.
Usually, the system key, account key or container key is managed and used via a database, but if a fault arises in the 
database, it is necessary to do a recovery operation using the backup file of the key. In this case, if the system key 
file, account key file or container key file is not available, it becomes impossible to recover the database, thereby 
disabling writing to and reading from encrypted magazines. To use encrypted container on another DA Manager, the 
system key file, account key file or container key file is required before import. To prevent such trouble, it is strongly 
recommended to store and manage the system key file, account key file or container key file in a secure place.
14



Introduction Scheme for writing and reading data
Data read flow

Object storage process
To read data from a magazine, DA Manager uses the read cache function and the batch processing capabilities.
1 The application server specifies the object to read and sends a GET request to the proxy node. If the object 

already exists in the read cache of the storage node (online object ( 17)), the application server transfers the 
read cache object to the application.

2 If the specified object is a near-line or offline object ( 17) (the object does not exist in the read cache of the 
storage node), the GET request will fail. In this case, the application server issues the request by API to the 
proxy node to read the object from the magazine in order to store the object in the read cache.

3 When the object-read is requested, a read batch is generated and registered in the scheduler. If the object 
requested for the read is offline, a magazine load request email will be sent to a magazine administrator at the 
same time.

4 When the batch runs, the magazine is loaded into the drive and the requested object is read into the cache.
5 An application server verifies through the API as to whether the object requested for read has been read into 

the cache.

  
Application server

Proxy node
Swift compatibility API

Proprietary API
Database

DA control APIStorage node

Scheduler

Batch Processing

Cache

Application server

Proxy node
Swift compatibility API

Proprietary API
Database

DA control APIStorage node

Scheduler

Batch Processing

Cache

Object storage process NAS process

S3QL DAM API

DA unit DA unit
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Introduction Scheme for writing and reading data
6 After the object has been read into the cache, the application server specifies the object and sends a GET 
request again to the proxy node.

7 The object stored in the read cache remains there for a time period specified by “Storage Node Settings” since 
the time of reading from the magazine to the cache or the last file access. The expired cache is automatically 
deleted when a shortage of the cache free space occurs.

NAS process

1 An application server accesses the S3QL to attempt to obtain the file. S3QL converts the file name to the object 
name and sends a GET request to a proxy node. If the object already exists in the cache of the storage node 
(online object ( 17)), the proxy node transfers the read cache object to S3QL. S3QL transfers it to the 
application server.

2 If the specified object is a nearline or offline object (the object does not exist in the read cache of the storage 
node), an error occurs when the GET is requested and fails to obtain the file from the S3QL.

3 In this case, the user will send a file-read request using the API. The API converts the file name to the object 
name and sends an object-read request to a proxy node. The behavior of reading an object into cache is the 
same as process 3 and subsequent to the object storage process above.

4 An application server verifies the API as to whether the file requested for read has been read into the cache.
5 After the file has been read into the cache, the application server accesses the S3QL to attempt to obtain the file 

again.
6 The object stored in the read cache remains there for a time period specified by “Storage Node Settings” since 

the time of reading from the magazine to the cache or the last file access. The expired cache is automatically 
deleted when a shortage of the cache free space occurs.
16



Introduction Scheme for writing and reading data
Differences of read operations according to magazine locations
An object read operation or the time taken to read the object varies depending on whether the object is present in a 
cache or magazine and where is the magazine.

Online object Online object is an object that stored in the online magazine*1 or being read in the cache. 
The online object can be read immediately and the object will be stored in the cache if it has 
been read from the online magazine.
When the cache effective capacity decreases, deletion takes place automatically in units of 
objects according to conditions defined in the “Cache Initial Settings” ( 67). Once an object 
is deleted from the cache, the state of the object may change from online to nearline or offline 
object depending on the magazine location.
*1 Online magazine: a magazine that is loaded in the drive.

Nearline object Nearline object is an object that stored in the nearline magazine*2 and being not read in the 
cache. According to the reading request issued from the application, the magazine storing 
the object is automatically loaded on the drive and the object is read out into a cache.
Once the object is read into the cache, it is changed to an online object and can be read 
immediately for a certain period of time defined in the “Cache Initial Settings” ( 67).
Different behaviors will occur depending on the settings. “GET Object Settings for Nearline 
Magazines” ( 84)

*2 Nearline magazine: a magazine that is stored in the DA unit, but not loaded in the drive.

Offline object Offline object is an object that stored in the offline magazine*3 and being not read in the 
cache. According to the reading request issued from the application, an email request is 
automatically sent to a magazine administrator to ask the person to load the magazine 
storing the file into the DA unit. Once the magazine is loaded into the DA unit, it is also 
loaded on the drive automatically and the object is read out into a cache.
Once the object is read into the cache, it is changed to an online object and can be read 
immediately for a certain period of time defined in the “Cache Initial Settings” ( 67).

*3 Offline magazine: a magazine that is not stored in the DA unit. If you stop the DA unit,
the magazines become offline in the DA unit.
17



Introduction Scheme for writing and reading data
Types of batch processing
Magazines are always subjected to batch processing that takes place in either of two modes: fixed/regular batch and 
immediate batch.

Fixed/regular batch
This regular batch is executed for saving an object stored in the write cache to a magazine, finalizing a container, 
and copying magazines. This batch runs according to a schedule specified in the “Cache Synchronization 
Settings” ( 68).

Immediate batch
This immediate batch processing applies to processing for reading an object from a magazine.
In addition, when a file follows a “One-Shot” instruction in “Cache Synchronization Settings” ( 68) or “Magazine 
Copy Settings” ( 79), it is subjected to immediate batch processing.
18
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Overview
Functions to be used by Users/Administrators
DA Manager administrators are classified into administrators (system administrators) for managing the entire 
DA Manager, including the system configuration and management server and administrators (magazine 
administrators) for managing magazines. A system administrator can serve also as a magazine administrator. The 
following table summarizes the roles of these administrators.

User's roles

Magazine administrator's roles (Additions to the user roles)

Role

Function to be used

DA Manager user interface or 
API

Function other than 
DA Manager

Container management
≥ Container registration, change,

write-protect, finalization
○ －

≥ Magazine set status check
(Assignment from un-assigned 
magazines is available when authorized 
by the system administrator)

○ －

Role

Function to be used

DA Manager user interface or 
API

Function other than 
DA Manager

Loading and unloading of magazines 
to/from DA unit

○ DA unit control panel

Shelf management for offline magazines
≥ Shelf management
≥ Magazine location management
≥ Magazine inventory

○
(as required)

－

20



Overview Functions to be used by Users/Administrators
System administrator's roles 
(Additions to the magazine administrator roles)

Role

Function to be used

DA Manager user interface or 
API

Function other than 
DA Manager

DA unit management
≥ DA unit registration/suspension
≥ System status check, etc.

○ －

Cache management
≥ Cache Initial Settings
≥ Cache Synchronization Settings, etc.

○ －

User account management
≥ Account creation
≥ Role settings, etc.

－
Using OpenStack (Keystone) 

functions

Database management
≥ DB backup, etc.

－
Management functions of 

Maria DB

File server/Web server management
－

Management functions of 
OS (Linux)

Miscellaneous
≥ Mail server settings
≥ Container Initial Settings, etc.

○ －
21



Getting started
Preparation of DA Manager
Register a DA unit and a magazine through the Web interface ( 23).

Log in to DA Manager
Log in to DA Manager.
1 Access the following address with a Web browser.

The Login screen is displayed.

2 Enter administrator's information in Tenant, User, and Password to log in to the DA Manager.

DA Manager settings

Registering DA unit
Log in to the DA Manager with system administrator, select “System Management”   “Register/Stop DATA 
ARCHIVER” from the menu to the left of the Web interface. Click “Register” to register the DA unit. ( 74)

Registering a magazine
In order to register the new magazine to DA Manager, load the magazine into the DA unit.
1 Draw a magazine drawer, referring to “Load/Unload Magazine” ( 39)
2 Load a new magazine into the DA unit
3 Lock the magazine drawer again, referring to “Re-locking the magazine drawer” ( 41)

When loading is complete, the DA Manager automatically recognizes the new magazine, and the magazine will be available.

Other initial setup
Set the following items as required.
≥ “Cache Initial Settings” ( 67)
≥ “Cache Synchronization Settings” ( 68)
≥ “Magazine Copy Settings” ( 79)
≥ “User Group Settings” ( 80)
≥ “Container Initial Settings” ( 82)
≥ “Storage Node Settings” ( 83)

When using an email transmission function, make the following items.
≥ “Mail Server Settings” ( 81)
≥ Register the user's email address in Keystone

http://(DA Manager FQDN or IP address)/DA
or
https://(DA Manager FQDN or IP address)/DA
22



Getting started
Use of Web interface
Access to the Web interface
Access the following address with a Web browser.

Basic configuration of Web interface screen

A Logout
To log out, click this button.

B Menu
Selecting a menu causes its submenu to be displayed. Selecting a submenu causes its items to be 
displayed in C.
≥ Display menu items differ depending on whether it is for users, magazine administrators, or system 

administrators.
C Menu items

The items of a submenu selected in B are displayed.

http://(DA Manager FQDN or IP address)/DA
or
https://(DA Manager FQDN or IP address)/DA







e.g., Menu for system administrators
23



Getting started Use of Web interface
Note
≥ How to operate the screen to display a list

The layout of screens to display lists is essentially the same. For the operation, refer to the note below.

A Search
When specifying the criteria and clicking “Search”, only the results that meet the criteria will be listed.

B Sort
You can sort the rows in the list by clicking the “ ” at the right of each item name.
In addition, the width of items can be changed by dragging the boundary line between items.

C Checkbox
The checkbox will be appeared if the item is selectable. If you wish to select all, select the top checkbox.

D Page Selector
If there are many results, you can enter and switch the page. Also, you can click the button and switch 
the page. You can change the number of results per page from the drop-down list.
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Getting started Use of Web interface
Web interface menu list
Available menus vary depending on which authority logs in (user/magazine administrator/system administrator).

Menu Item (qualified user) Description

Account 
Settings

Container Default 
Settings

Enables you to specify the initial value to be used when creating the 
container. ( 27)

Magazine 
Assignment

Enables you to assign an unassigned magazine to your account. 
( 29)

Container 
Management

Register/Change 
Container

Enables you to register or modify a container. ( 31)

Write Protect 
Container

Enables you to set or remove write-protection for a container. ( 35)

Finalize Container Finalizes a container. ( 36)

Magazine 
Management

Magazine Load 
Request List

Displays a list of requests for magazine loading according to the 
write/read objects. ( 38)

Load/Unload 
Magazine

Unlocks a magazine drawer of DA unit without specifying the 
magazine. ( 39)

Unload Specified 
Magazine

Specifies the magazine to unlock a magazine drawer of DA unit. 
( 42)

Import Encryption 
Key

Imports the encryption key of the source encrypted container. ( 53)

Import Container Imports the container in the source DA Manager to the target DA 
Manager. ( 51)

Copy Magazine Enables you to register a batch to copy the source magazine to the 
target magazine. ( 48)

Recovery Magazine Transfers data to a new magazine from a magazine that may lose 
the data. ( 49)

Change Magazine 
Barcode

Changes the barcode information of a magazine registered in the 
database. ( 47)

Change Magazine 
Shelf

Set a shelf for magazine storage and give a comment. ( 59)

Magazine Inventory Enables you to check the magazine inventory. ( 64)

Discard Magazine Enables you to discard unwanted magazines. ( 54)

Magazine List Displays a list of magazines registered in the DA Manager database. ( 44)

Register/Change 
Magazine Shelf

Enables you to register, modify or delete the information about the 
shelf that stores an offline magazine. ( 58)

Register/Delete 
Operator

Enables you to register or delete the information about the operator 
who performs inventory. ( 60)

Magazine 
Assignment

Enables you to assign an unassigned magazine to any account. 
( 46)

All users

All users

Magazine administrator

System administrator
25



Getting started Use of Web interface
System 
Management

Register/Stop DATA 
ARCHIVER

Enables you such as registering or deleting a DA unit. ( 74)

DATA ARCHIVER 
Setting

Enables you to specify the number of write available drives in the 
Scalable DA that is connected to each storage node. ( 76)

Display System 
Configuration

Displays system configuration information. ( 77)

Display System 
Status

Displays system status. ( 78)

Release Cache File Allows you to manually switch the cache file as it expires in the case 
such as the cache effective capacity is insufficient. ( 70)

Cache Initial 
Settings

Enables you to specify the deletion unit of an expired cache and 
available cache capacity lower limits. ( 67)

Cache 
Synchronization 
Settings

Enables you to set the cache synchronization. ( 68)

Magazine Copy 
Settings

Enables you to set up a schedule of Copy Magazine. ( 79)

User Group 
Settings

Enables you to set up the information of the group registered in 
Keystone. ( 80)

Mail Server 
Settings

Make the settings on the mail server to send an email notification 
from the system to the system administrator/magazine 
administrator. ( 81)

Container Initial 
Settings

Enables you to specify the default value of the Container Default 
Settings that is displayed on the Account Management screen. 
( 82)

Storage Node 
Settings

Enables you to set up the Write Error Threshold, Output Level of 
Log, DATA ARCHIVER Low power consumption control, Read 
Cache Lifetime, and GET Object Settings for Nearline Magazines. 
( 83)

Menu Item (qualified user) Description

System administrator
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Account management
Container Default Settings
This enables you to configure the parameters of the magazine to be registered to the container.
These settings are for the initial value for creating the container using the Web interface (“Registering 
containers” ( 32)).
1 Log in to the Web interface 
2 Select “Account Settings”    “Container Default Settings” from the menu

The Container Default Settings screen will be displayed.

3 Enter the required information
A New Container - Default RAID Level

Select the default RAID level that is to be applied when registering magazines to the container.
“RAID 0” / “RAID 5” / “RAID 6”

Main functions Person in charge
≥ Specifying display default settings on the Container Registration screen
≥ Checking magazine set status, assigning a magazine to the account

User Magazine 
administrator

System 
administrator









Browse...
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B Encryption
Select the encryption level to be applied to the container.
“Not Encrypted” / “Encrypted by System Key” / “Encrypted by Account Key”

The following operations are required for encryption using the account key.
Create account key file: Create and Download
1 Click “Execute”
2 Input the account keyword and click “OK”

Downloading the account key file will start.
Upload Account Key file
1 Click “Browse”* and specify the file using the full path

*Note that the button name varies depending on a Web browser in use.
2 Click “Upload”

C Automatic Magazine Assignment
A magazine can be added to a container automatically if the container capacity is insufficient and there is a 
free magazine.
“Invalid” / “Valid”

D Mirror
When recording the data in more than one magazine simultaneously, specify the number of concurrent 
recordings.

4 Click “Set”

Note
≥ If the same account keyword is used to generate a new account key file, a different account key file will be 

downloaded.
≥ If an account key is missing, all the objects encrypted with the key cannot be read.
≥ An account key file is downloaded to the default folder of the browser or the folder specified by the user. It is 

strongly recommended that the account key file should be handled carefully and stored in a safe location.
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Magazine Assignment
A user can check a magazine set status, and when “Magazine Assignment by Account” on “Container Initial 
Settings” is specified for “Valid” ( 82), a user can assign a magazine to the user account.
1 Log in to the Web interface
2 Select “Account Settings”    “Magazine Assignment” from the menu

The Magazine Assignment screen will be displayed.
≥ “Magazine Assignment by Account” is “Invalid”

A user can check the status of the magazine that has been assigned to a magazine set.

≥ “Magazine Assignment by Account” is “Valid”
A user can register the magazine to be used by the account.

3 Displays the magazines that can be registered (blank magazines that do not belong to account) in “Registerable 
Magazine”. Select the magazines you wish to register in the account, then click to move them to 
“Registered Magazine (blank)”. Register at least one magazine.

4 Click “Register”
The magazine is registered to the account.
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Container management
Container management flow (example)
1 Create a container. Register magazines and make settings for encryption. (B)
2 Check a list of containers if necessary. (A)
3 Further add a magazine to the container if necessary. (C)

Write protect the container if necessary. Also, cancel the write-protection of the container if necessary. (D)
Finalize the container if necessary. (E)

For details on each operation, refer to the pages listed below.

A Displaying the containers list   Page 31
B Registering containers   Page 32
C Modifying a container configuration   Page 34
D Setting write-protection for containers   Page 35
E Finalizing containers  Page 36

Main functions Person in charge
≥ Creating a container, changing the configuration of a container, 

write-protecting and finalizing a container
For details on a container structure, refer to “Correspondence between Swift 
account/container/object and magazines” ( 7).

User Magazine 
administrator

System 
administrator

Note
≥ Magazines should be registered in advance. For details, refer to “Magazine Assignment” ( 46).
≥ Magazines are encrypted and finalized according to settings for encryption and finalizing of containers.

  

Container1

Magazine1 Magazine1 Magazine2Magazine1

Container2 Container2

Account Account Account
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Displaying the containers list
1 Log in to the Web interface
2 Select “Container Management”    “Register/Change Container” from the menu

The Register/Change Container screen will be displayed.

A Container Name
A container name set at container creation is indicated.

B RAID Level
The RAID level set at container creation is indicated.
“RAID 0” / “RAID 5” / “RAID 6”

C Encryption
A container encryption state set at container creation is indicated.

D Total Container Size
The total container capacity is indicated. 

E Write Protect
A write-protection state set on “Setting write-protection for containers” is indicated.
“Not protected” / “Protected”

F Finalize
Whether or not the container has been finalized on “Finalizing containers” is indicated.
“Not finalized” / “Finalized” / “Finalizing”

G Imported Container
Whether or not the container has been imported is indicated.

3 Select and click the container name A
A container configuration Magazine List screen opens.

“No”: No encryption

“System Key”: Encryption by system key

“Account Key”: Encryption by account key

“Container Key”: Encryption by container key

“Yes”: The container has been imported

“No”: The container has been created with this system

Note
≥ Set up access privileges to the container with API as required.
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Registering containers
This enables you to manage a group of one or more magazines as a container.
1 Log in to the Web interface
2 Select “Container Management”    “Register/Change Container” from the menu

The Register/Change Container screen will be displayed.
3 Click “New Container”

Registering a container screen will be displayed.

4 Enter the required information
A Container Name
B RAID Level
C Encryption

When encrypting with an account key, set up the account key on “Container Initial Settings” ( 82) 
beforehand.
The following operations are required for encryption using the container key.
Create Container Key file : Create and Download
1 Click “Execute”
2 Input the container keyword and click “OK”

Downloading the container key file will start.
Upload Container Key file
1 Click “Browse”* and specify the file using the full path

*Note that the button name varies depending on a Web browser in use.
2 Click “Upload”

“Not Encrypted”: No encryption

“Encrypted by System Key”: Encryption by system key

“Encrypted by Account Key”: Encryption by account key

“Encrypted by Container Key”: Encryption by container key












Browse...
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D Automatic Magazine Assignment
If there is not enough space in the container and a magazine will need to be added to the container. This 
function specifies automatic or manual magazine addition.
Valid: When a container does not have enough space, add a magazine from a magazine set to the 

container automatically. Check periodically that an unused magazine has been registered in a 
magazine set.
If there is no unused magazine and the capacity of the container is insufficient, the object recording 
to the container will fail.

Invalid:A magazine in the magazine set must be added to the container manually.
If the magazine is not added, the object recording to the container will fail.

E Mirror
When recording the data in more than one magazine simultaneously, specify the number of concurrent 
recordings.

F Registerable Magazine
Displays the magazines that can be registered (blank magazines that do not belong to container) in 
“Registerable Magazine”. Select the magazines you wish to register in the container, then click to 
move them to “Magazine Group(unregistered)”.
≥ Register at least one magazine.

5 Click “Register”
A new container is created.

Note
≥ These settings cannot be changed for the magazine that has already been registered. The settings can be 

applied when a new magazine is registered.
≥ The container key file having different contents is downloaded even if the same container keyword is used in 

newly creating a container key file.
≥ Once the container key file is lost, it becomes impossible to read all the objects encrypted using the key.
≥ The container key file is downloaded into a predetermined folder of the browser in use or a user-designated 

folder. It is strongly recommend that the container key file be managed with special care and all the files be 
kept in a secure place.

≥ When a magazine is added to the container, the management data will be synchronized during synchronization 
even if the object is not recorded.

≥ Container name, RAID level, and encryption cannot be modified after a container is created.
≥ An offline magazine cannot be displayed in “Registerable Magazine”.
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Modifying a container configuration
This enables you to register magazines to a container or remove them from the container.
1 Log in to the Web interface
2 Select “Container Management”    “Register/Change Container” from the menu

The Register/Change Container screen will be displayed. ( 31)
3 Click “Change” of the container you wish to modify

The Register/Change Container screen will be displayed.

4 Modify the settings
A Automatic Magazine Assignment ( 33)
B Mirror ( 33)
C Registerable Magazine

Displays the magazines that can be registered (blank magazines that do not belong to container) in 
“Registerable Magazine”. Select the magazines you wish to register in the container, then click to 
move them to “Magazine Group (unregistered)”.
In the “Magazine Group(recorded)”, the magazines that have already been registered and in use will be 
displayed.

5 Click “Change”

Note
≥ When a magazine is added to the container, the management data will be synchronized during synchronization 

even if the object is not recorded. After synchronization, the magazine will be displayed in “Magazine 
Group(recorded)”.

≥ A magazine registered in “Magazine Group(blank)” or “Magazine Group(recorded)” cannot be unregistered.
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Setting write-protection for containers
This temporarily sets write-protection for a container. When write protected, a container cannot record the object and 
configuration changes including magazine registration ( 34) are not available.
1 Log in to the Web interface
2 Select “Container Management”    “Write Protect Container” from the menu

The Write Protect Container screen will be displayed.

≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
≥ For the information on items, refer to “Displaying the containers list” ( 31).

3 Select the checkbox of the container you wish to add write-protection to
4 Click “Protect”
5 Click “OK”

Removing write-protection
3 Select the checkbox of the container you wish to remove write-protection from
4 Click “Unprotect”
5 Click “OK”

Note
≥ The write-protect is a logical protection, so the magazine will not be modified.
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Finalizing containers
This enables you to finalize containers that will not be changed hereafter.

1 Log in to the Web interface
2 Select “Container Management”    “Finalize Container” from the menu

The Finalize Container screen will be displayed.

≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
≥ For the information on items, refer to “Displaying the containers list” ( 31).

3 Select the checkbox of the container you wish to finalize
4 Click “Finalize”
5 Click “OK”

Finalization is executed.

Preparation
≥ Make sure the object and cache status of the container to be finalized have no problems before finalization.

Note
≥ All magazines in the container will be finalized. Once a container has been finalized, the object recording and 

configuration changes ( 34) are not available.
≥ When you finalize the container, it becomes read-only and any modification will not be accepted.
≥ The finalization is processed between cache synchronizations, so a container containing multiple magazines 

may take a long time to complete the finalization depending upon the write cache status.
≥ When the container to be finalized has an unsynchronized cache, the magazine for the cache will be 

synchronized before the finalization.
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Magazine management
Magazine management takes place in registering new magazines in DA Manager and loading and unloading them 
to/from DA unit to cope with file requests from users.

Magazine management flow (example)
1 To register a new magazine, load it in a DA unit. Upon 

completion of loading, the magazine is automatically 
registered in DA Manager. (A)

2 Assign the magazine to the account. (B)
3 If a user attempts to read a file in a container, a magazine 

load request email notification will be automatically sent to an 
administrator as required. Upon receipt of the notification, the 
administrator checks the Magazine Load Request List. (C)

4 If there is no free magazine drawer in the DA unit, unload any 
magazine. (D) 
Load the magazine drawer with the desired offline magazine 
to be requested to load. (D)

≥ Unload the magazine from the DA unit as required and put it on 
a shelf. (D, E)

≥ Check the Magazine List as required. (F)
≥ Changes the barcode of offline magazines as required. (G)
≥ Copy the magazine to another unused magazine if necessary. (H)
≥ Recovery the magazine as required. (I)
≥ Import the container which has been created by another DA Manager as required. (D, J)
≥ Discard the magazine as required. (K)

Main functions Person in charge
≥ Function for registering and unregistering new magazines to/from DA Manager
≥ Function for loading and unloading magazines to/from DA unit

Magazine 
administrator

System 
administrator

A Registering a magazine  Page 22 G Change Magazine Barcode  Page 47
B Magazine Assignment  Page 46 H Copy Magazine  Page 48
C Magazine Load Request List  Page 38 I Recovery Magazine  Page 49
D Load/Unload Magazine  Page 39 J Import Container  Page 51
E Unload Specified Magazine  Page 42 K Discard Magazine  Page 54
F Magazine List  Page 44

Note
≥ For details on how to register magazines in containers, refer to “Container management” ( 30). Magazine 

encryption, write-protection and finalizing take place under container management.
≥ For details on how to manage shelves for magazine storage, refer to “Magazine shelf management” ( 56).
≥ When pasting a one-dimensional or two-dimensional code on a magazine, do not use the same 

one-dimensional or two-dimensional code for multiple magazines. For the specifications of one-dimensional 
and two-dimensional codes, refer to the Operator Guide for the DA unit.

≥ Special care should be taken when discarding a magazine.










 








 





DA 
unit

DA Manager

Shelf, etc.

User
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Magazine Load Request List
A request list for offline magazine loading according to the user file requests will be displayed.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Magazine Load Request List” from the menu

The Magazine Load Request List screen will be displayed.

3 Use the search and sort features to narrow the list
≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
A Column heading

≥ For more information on items other than the above, refer to “Magazine List” ( 44).

Requested: Displays the date and time of the file request.

Request Account: Displays the account name who requested a file. (only for a read request)
Total File Size: Displays the total capacity of the requested file.

Status: Displays the status of the file.
“Not loaded” / “Loaded”

Type: The type of a request is indicated.
“R”: Read / “W”: Write / “F”: Finalize
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Load/Unload Magazine
In the case such as loading a new magazine into an empty slot in a magazine drawer, unlock the magazine drawer.

1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Load/Unload Magazine” from the menu

Note
≥ If you wish to eject a specific magazine, the operations in “Unload Specified Magazine” ( 42) are 

recommended. The operations described in that section differ from this feature in the following ways: 
`When specifying a magazine, you can check in advance such information as access status and capacity of 

desynchronized cache.
`When opening the magazine drawer, the location of the specified magazine is displayed on the control panel 

of the DA unit.








Operation with Scalable DA
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3 Select the DA unit from drop-down list A, then click “Display”
The status of the slots in the magazine drawer will be displayed.

4 Select the check box B of the drawer with the magazine that you wish to unload.
If the Scalable DA is configured with more than one module, click the Shortcut C to scroll through the screen. 
The module you wish to select is displayed.

5 Click “Drawer Open”
A confirmation message is displayed according to the operational state of the DA unit.

6 Click “OK”
≥ No file synchronization takes place by clicking “OK” in response to the confirmation message 

“Unsynchronized files exist.”.
≥ Read processing is suspended by clicking “OK” in response to the confirmation message “A running job is 

suspended.”.
≥ The online magazine is ejected by clicking “OK” in response to the confirmation message “An online 

magazine is ejected.”.
≥ Unlocking can be canceled by pressing the “Terminate” button.
≥ Once the message “Ready to open drawer” is displayed in D, a magazine drawer in the DA unit can be 

made ready for unlocking.

Online Magazine currently loaded on a drive within the DA unit

Nearline Magazine present in the DA unit but not loaded yet on a drive

Not Formatted Blank magazine

Empty No magazine

Unknown Magazine having an unknown ID or a partially incorrect RFID area

Other format Magazine not available in this system because it is in use by any system except the DA 
Manager system





Operation with DA
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Unlock the magazine drawer in the DA unit, and then draw it out.

Re-locking the magazine drawer
After completing the necessary work, insert the magazine drawer into the DA unit.
The magazine drawer is put in an unlocking disabled state by pressing “Finish” on the control panel of the DA unit.

Note
≥ The operation in 4  is only required for scalable DA.
≥ If you wish to unload the magazine which has unsynchronized objects, it is recommended to unload it after 

synchronization.
≥ When the magazine with unsynchronized objects is unloaded, be sure to return the magazine to the DA unit 

connected to the StorageNode where the magazine was unloaded.
If the magazine is not returned to the DA unit connected to the StorageNode, which had the magazine, the 
unsynchronized object will remain unsynchronized. If the magazine is loaded into a DA unit connected to 
another StorageNode, the unsynchronized object cannot be read.

≥ When a magazine that is to be synchronized in a container is offline, the object can no longer be PUT to the 
container which contains the magazine.

Note
≥ After completing the work, press “Finish” on the DA unit. Because the DA unit is present in a state where the 

magazine drawer can be unlocked unless “Finish” is pressed, neither writing to the magazine nor reading from 
the magazine can be performed from DA Manager. If “Finish” is pressed, the DA unit is ready for operation 
after performing inventory for checking the magazine loading state.
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Unload Specified Magazine
When you eject a magazine from a DA unit, magazine details are displayed for search refinement.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Unload Specified Magazine” from the menu

The Unload Specified Magazine screen will be displayed.

3 Use the search and sort features to search the desired magazine
≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
A Column heading

≥ For more information on items other than the above, refer to “Magazine List” ( 44).
4 Select checkbox to specify the magazine you wish to take offline
5 Click “Export”
6 Click “OK”

≥ No file synchronization takes place by clicking “OK” in response to the confirmation message 
“Unsynchronized files exist.”.

≥ Read processing is suspended by clicking the “OK” button in response to the confirmation message 
“A running job is suspended.”.

≥ The online magazine is ejected by clicking “OK” in response to the confirmation message “An online 
magazine is ejected.”.

≥ Unlocking can be canceled by pressing the “Terminate” button.
≥ Once the message “Ready to open drawer” is displayed in B, a magazine drawer in the DA unit can be 

made ready for unlocking.
The position of the corresponding magazine in the drawer is indicated on the control panel of the DA unit. Unlock the 
magazine drawer in the DA unit, and then draw it out.
≥ Refer to page 41 about re-locking the magazine drawer.

DATA ARCHIVER: DA unit that stores magazines is indicated.

Status: The status of a magazine is indicated.
“Online” / “Nearline”

Last Modified: Last updated date and time are indicated.

Unsynchronized size: Total file size not written to the magazine is indicated.
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Note
≥ If you wish to unload the magazine which has unsynchronized objects, it is recommended to unload it after 

synchronization.
≥ When the magazine with unsynchronized objects is unloaded, be sure to return the magazine to the DA unit 

connected to the StorageNode where the magazine was unloaded.
If the magazine is not returned to the DA unit connected to the StorageNode, which had the magazine, the 
unsynchronized object will remain unsynchronized. If the magazine is loaded into a DA unit connected to 
another StorageNode, the unsynchronized object cannot be read.

≥ When a magazine that is to be synchronized in a container is offline, the object can no longer be PUT to the 
container which contains the magazine.
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Magazine List
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Magazine List” from the menu

The Magazine List screen will be displayed.

3 Use the search and sort features to narrow the list
A Column heading

Magazine ID: A magazine ID is indicated.

Barcode: When a one-dimensional code or a two-dimensional code has been pasted to a 
magazine, the contents of the code are indicated.

Group: The magazine group IDs ( 53) are indicated.

Container: When the magazine has been registered in a container, the name of the container is 
indicated.

Account: The users who own magazines are indicated.

Free Space: The size of free space is indicated.

RAID Level: A RAID level is indicated.
“RAID 6” / “RAID 5” / “RAID 0” / “-”: Not registered in a container
≥ Even when a magazine has not been formatted really, if it is registered in a 

container, the settings of the container are indicated as a magazine RAID level.

Formatted: When the magazine has already been formatted, “Yes” is indicated. Otherwise, “No” 
is indicated.

Finalized: When the magazine has already been finalized, “Yes” is indicated. Otherwise, “No” 
is indicated.

Write Protected 
(Soft):

When the magazine has been write-protected logically, “Yes” is indicated. 
Otherwise, “No” is indicated.
≥ DA Manager does not have function for logically write-protecting a magazine. 

Write-protection may have been enabled by another application. (Note that this 
function differs from “Setting write-protection for containers”.)
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B Container
When clicking the container name, Changing a container screen ( 34) will open.

Write Protected 
(Hard):

The status of the magazine write-protection switches is indicated. Until it is mounted 
in a drive system after being loaded in a DA unit, “Unknown” is indicated. When 
write-protection by the write-protection switch of a magazine remains effective after 
once it is mounted in the drive system, “Yes” is indicated. Otherwise, “No” is 
indicated.

Encryption: When a magazine has been encrypted, “System Key”, “Account Key” or “Container 
Key” is indicated depending on the key to be used. When the magazine has not 
been encrypted, “No” is indicated. When the magazine has not been registered in a 
container, “-” is indicated.
≥ Even when a magazine has not been encrypted really, if it is registered in a 

container, the settings of the container are indicated for magazine encryption.

Magazine Status: The status of a magazine is indicated.
“Online”/ “Nearline”/ “Offline”

Location Category: When a magazine has been loaded in a DA unit, “DATA ARCHIVER ( )” is indicated. 
The name of the DA unit subjected to magazine loading is indicated in parentheses. 
When the magazine has not been loaded in the DA unit, “Other Location” is 
indicated.

Shelf: A shelf for magazine storage is indicated. The shelf can be changed according to a 
procedure shown in “Changing a magazine storage shelf” ( 59).

Remarks: Remarks are indicated. The remarks can be changed according to a procedure 
shown in “Changing a magazine storage shelf” ( 59).
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Magazine Assignment
This enables you to register a magazine to be used in the account. (Settings screen for a magazine administrator)
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Magazine Assignment” from the menu

The Magazine Assignment screen will be displayed.

3 Enter the required information
A Account

Select the account that you wish to register a magazine.
B Registerable Magazine

Displays the magazines that can be registered (blank magazines that do not belong to account) in 
“Registerable Magazine”. Select the magazines you wish to register in the account, then click to 
move them to “Registered Magazine(blank)”. Register at least one magazine.

4 Click “Register”
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Change Magazine Barcode
Changes the barcode information of a magazine registered in the database.
Use this function when changing the barcode of the magazine, the barcode information that is registered in the 
database can be changed without having to load in the DA unit.
If the magazine is loaded in the DA unit, the barcode information in the database is automatically updated without 
this feature.

1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Change Magazine Barcode” from the menu

The Change Magazine Barcode screen will be displayed.

3 Use the search and sort features to search the desired magazine
≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
≥ For the information on items, refer to “Magazine List” ( 44).

4 Select checkbox to specify the magazine you wish to change the barcode information
≥ Only the barcode information for an offline magazine can be changed. Online and nearline magazines cannot 

be selected.
5 Enter the barcode in the “Barcode” field A
6 Click “Change”
7 Click “OK”

The barcode information of the magazine you have selected will be changed.

Note
If a magazine selection checkbox on the Change Magazine Barcode screen is clicked twice quickly, a magazine 
that should not be available for selection may be selected. In this case, clicking “Change” will not change the 
barcode.
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Copy Magazine
This enables you to register a batch that copies the magazines in a container to the unformatted magazines you 
have selected.
When you execute the registered batch, refer to “Magazine Copy Settings” ( 79).

1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”  “Copy Magazine” from the menu

The Copy Magazine screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items
A Account

Select the account that has the container to be copied.
B Container Name

Select the source container.
The source magazine in the container is narrowed down.

C Source Magazine
Select the source magazine.

D Destination Magazine
Select the target magazine from the unformatted magazines that do not belong to any container.

4 Click “Register”
5 Click “OK”

Preparation
≥ Before starting the operation, make sure the unformatted magazines are loaded in the DA unit.

Note
≥ When a Copy Magazine operation is started, it cannot be suspended or stopped until the copy is complete. Do 

not stop / restart / power off during a Copy Magazine.
≥ It is recommended that a source magazine be selected from finalized magazines or full magazines that are no 

longer recordable.
A magazine that can be recorded is also selectable for a source magazine. In this case, prevent the writing to 
the object with Write Protect Container.

≥ When a copy has been completed, the target magazine is handled as a mirror of the source magazine.
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Recovery Magazine
The Recovery Magazine function is used when the status of the magazine is as follows:
≥ Read error that can be recovered by RAID occurs frequently
≥ Fails to write
≥ Cannot read or write RFID
This function will copy all data in the magazine, including RFID, to a new magazine before a fatal error such as data 
loss occurs, returning the magazine to a healthy state.
When the Recovery Magazine has completed successfully, the source magazine is automatically discarded.

1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “Recovery”    “Recovery Magazine” from the menu

The Recovery Magazine screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items
A Account

Select the account that is assigned for the magazine to be recovered.
B Container Name

Select the container that is assigned for the magazine to be recovered.
C Source magazine

Select the source magazine to be recovered from the formatted magazines that are loaded in the DA unit.
D Destination Magazine

Select the target magazine to be copied from the unformatted magazines that are loaded in the DA unit.

E Situation of Recovery

4 Click “Recovery”
5 Click “OK”

Recovery Magazine is executed.

Status: Indicates the Recovery Magazine status. Recovering / Success / Completed with errors

Source Magazine: Indicates the magazine ID (barcode) of the source magazine.

Destination Magazine: Indicates the magazine ID (barcode) of the target magazine.

Note
≥ Until the Recovery Magazine starts, the Situation of Recovery pane shows the last recovery status. 
≥ Difference from Copy Magazine:

When copying a magazine, the copy source magazine is available after the completion of copying, but the 
recovery source magazine cannot be used after completion of Recovery Magazine.
Copy Magazine is performed depending on the contents of Magazine Copy Settings, and Recovery Magazine 
will be performed immediately.
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Import Magazine functions
This function enables the import of container information for container data sharing across different DA Managers.

Import flow (example)
1 Send the encryption key from the source DA Manager to the target DA Manager
2 Acquire the encryption key in the target DA Manager
3 Import container information to the target DA Manager

For details on each operation, refer to the pages listed below.

A Import Container  Page 51
B Importing encryption keys  Page 53







DA system Office A Office B DA system

CopyCopyCopy

Send encryption key *1 Acquire encryption key *1

Import

Import *2
*1 If required
*2 An encrypted container needs 

[2 Acquire encryption key] 
before [3 Import]
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Import Container
This container import function enables you to import the container of the source DA Manager to the target DA 
Manager.

1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Import Container” from the menu

The Import Container screen will be displayed.

3 Find the magazine in the container to import with search refinement and sort features.
A Column heading

≥ For more information on items other than the above, refer to “Magazine List” ( 44).
4 Select the check box of the magazine with the Magazine SN in Container 1 of the container to import.

≥ If the container consists of more than one magazine, magazines with consecutive serial numbers starting with 
1 will be automatically selected. The magazine that does not have a consecutive serial number in the 
Container will not be imported even if the magazine is stored in the same container.

5 Click “Execute”
6 Click “OK”

Preparation
≥ Load the magazine, which is for the container in the source DA Manager, to the same DA unit. Check the 

inventory to verify the magazine load status is complete. 
≥ Import the encryption key, if necessary. ( 53)

System ID: ID of the DA Manager, which created the container, is indicated.

Container ID: The ID of the container, which is stored in the DA Manager, is indicated.

Magazine SN in Container: Serial numbers of the magazines in the container are indicated. (Mirrored 
magazine has the same number.)

Magazines in Container: When the container is finalized, the number of magazines in the container is 
displayed. (The mirrored magazine is not included) 
When the container has not been finalized, “0” is displayed.

Status: Import status is indicated.
“Not executed” / “Ready” / “Importing” / “Failed”
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Notes
≥ If the magazine file-read operation is executed, the import request batch will begin after the operation has 

completed, therefore it may take some time.
≥ If the container name you wish to import already exists in the target DA Manager, the name will be changed. 

The principle of the name change is that the last character of the container name will be changed in the order 
“0” to “9” or “a” to “z” so they do not duplicate.

≥ When importing an encrypted container, the encryption key has to be acquired in the target DA Manager before 
starting of the container import. ( 53)

≥ During the import batch operation, the Display System Status in the System Management screen displays the 
status of the import.
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Importing encryption keys
This function enables you to import the encryption key (The system key, account key or container key) for importing 
an encrypted container. When the container is not encrypted, the encryption key import operation is not required.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Import Encryption Key” from the menu

The Import Encryption Key screen will be displayed. 

3 Upload the encryption key file
1 Click “Browse” and specify the file using the full path
2 Click “Upload”

Magazine group ID
The Magazine Group ID will be set for magazines in the container.
The magazine, which has the mirrored data, copy source and target magazine are assigned with the same 
magazine group ID.

A Group
The same data can be read from a magazine that has the same Magazine group ID. When the magazines with the 
same Magazine group ID are registered in the database and then the nearline object written in the magazines can 
be read, the magazines to be loaded in the drive may vary depending upon status.
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Discard Magazine
This enables you to discard a registered magazine. 
To remove from the control of the DA Manager, delete all database information associated with the magazine.

1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Discard Magazine” from the menu

The Discard Magazine screen will be displayed.

3 Use the search and sort features to search the desired magazine
≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
≥ For the information on items, refer to “Magazine List” ( 44).

4 Select checkbox to specify the magazine you wish to discard
5 Click “Discard”
6 Click “OK”

The magazine is discarded and information about a selected magazine is removed from the database.
≥ The magazine information about completing the inventory check will not be removed from the database.
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Note
≥ A warning is displayed when discarding a magazine that has a loading request to read a file or folder. When a 

magazine is discarded, the loading request for reading will be forcibly deleted.
≥ A warning is displayed when discarding a magazine that has a finalizing request. When a magazine is 

discarded, the finalizing request for the magazine will be canceled.
≥ When magazines assigned to a container are discarded, the objects contained in the discarded magazine can 

no longer be accessed.
≥ Please be careful when discarding a magazine. Once the discard of a magazine has been performed, the 

magazine cannot be registered to the system again. The magazine will be unavailable even if it is loaded into 
the DA unit (The slot status in the magazine drawer will be changed to “Other format” ( 40)).

≥ If all of the magazines which are assigned to a container are discarded, the container cannot be deleted. The 
container can be deleted only in the API. When a container has been deleted in the API, all of the magazines 
assigned to the container are automatically discarded.
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Magazine shelf management
As one of the ways for more efficient management of many offline magazines, you can store the magazines 
separately on several shelves* to manage them.
≥ When searching for a magazine subjected to a loading request, first search for a magazine storage shelves and 

then search for the magazine on the shelf.
≥ When performing magazine inventory to confirm that all magazines are present, perform its operations in units of 

shelves for segmented processing or concurrent processing.
The operations can be supported through the use of a magazine shelf management function.

* The shelves may be boxes, steps within a shelf or rooms. According to your use environment, interpret them as 
boxes, steps or rooms.

Shelf management flow (example)
1 Register a new shelf. (A)
2 Register a storage shelf for each magazine. (B)
3 Change a shelf name as required. (A)
4 Change a magazine storage shelf. (B)
5 Discard a shelf as required. (A)

Inventory flow (example)
1 Register an operator name. (C)
2 Register an inventory name. (D)
3 Download an inventory list as required. (D)
4 Pass the inventory list to an operator to ask 

inventory.
5 The operator performs inventory.
6 The operator reports an inventory result.
7 Register the inventory result. (D and E)
8 Confirm the previous inventory result as required. 

(D)

Main functions Person in charge
≥ Multiple shelves are supported to handle a lot of magazines.
≥ Additional shelves are supported to cope with an increasing number of magazines.
≥ Inventory by several people is supported.

Magazine 
administrator

System 
administrator















DA Manager

Shelf A

Shelf B Shelf C

















DA Manager

Shelves

Operators
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For details on each operation, refer to the pages listed below.

A Registering, changing, and deleting a shelf  Page 58 D Displaying and editing an inventory title  Page 61
B Changing a magazine storage shelf  Page 59 E Magazine inventory  Page 64
C Registering and unregistering an operator  Page 60

Note
≥ The magazine shelf management function is used for registering shelf management information in a DA 

Manager database or reading the registered shelf management information from the database. Actual 
magazine storage on a shelf, transfer between shelves, and inventory should be performed by a magazine 
administrator or operator.

≥ Magazines should be registered in advance. For details, refer to “Registering a magazine” ( 22).
≥ The magazine shelf management function should be used as required. Even when this function is not used, 

there is no impact on other than the shelf management function.
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Registering, changing, and deleting a shelf
Register, change, and delete a shelf for storing offline magazines.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Register/Change Shelf” from the menu

The Register/Change Shelf screen will be displayed.

≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.

A Number of Magazines
The number of magazines that are registered on the shelf is indicated.

For shelf registration
3 Click “New Shelf”
4 Enter the shelf name
5 Click “Register”

The shelf is registered.

For shelf change
3 Click the “Change” of the shelf name in the list you wish to modify
4 Enter a new name in the “Shelf Name” field, and then click “Change”

The shelf name is changed.

For shelf deletion
3 Click the “Delete” of the shelf name in the list you wish to delete

≥ “Delete” is indicated when there is no magazine on the shelf.
4 Click “OK”

Shelf information is deleted from the database.

Note
≥ Shelves with registered magazines cannot be deleted. Change to another shelf as in “Changing a magazine 

storage shelf” ( 59) and delete the original shelf.
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Changing a magazine storage shelf
Make settings on each magazine storage shelf or give remarks.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Change Magazine Shelf” from the menu

The Change Magazine Shelf screen will be displayed.

3 Use the search and sort features to search the desired magazine
≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
≥ For the information on items, refer to “Magazine List” ( 44).

4 Select the checkbox for a magazine subjected to shelf change
5 Select a changed shelf from a drop-down list shown in the “Shelf” field A
6 Input details in the “Remarks” field B as required
7 Click “Change”
8 Click “OK”

The magazine storage shelf and remarks are updated.
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Registering and unregistering an operator
Register or unregister an operator who performs inventory. The registered operator is added to a list of operators on 
the inventory screen.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Register/Delete Operator” from the menu

The Register/Delete Operator screen will be displayed.

≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.

For operator registration
3 Click “New Operator”
4 Input an operator name

≥ When registering multiple operators, hit the Enter key for line feed just after each operator name.
5 Click “Register”

The operator is registered.

For operator deletion
3 Select the checkbox for an operator name to be unregistered
4 Click “Delete”
5 Click “OK”

Operator information is unregistered from the database.
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Displaying and editing an inventory title
Display a list of magazine inventory titles to newly register, change or unregister a magazine inventory title, register 
or cancel completion of magazine inventory, and download an inventory list.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Magazine Inventory” from the menu

The Magazine Inventory screen will be displayed.

≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
A Column heading

B Inventory title
Complete inventory title

Refers to a title in which the time and date are indicated in the “Finish Date” field and “Cancel” is 
indicated in the “Finish Inventory” field. Clicking a displayed inventory title causes the display of a list of 
complete inventory magazines. ( 63)

Incomplete inventory title
Refers to a title in which the time and date are not indicated in the “Finish Date” field and “Finish” is 
indicated in the “Finish Inventory” field. Clicking a displayed inventory title causes the display of a list of 
incomplete inventory magazines. ( 64)

Inventory Title: A list of magazine inventory titles is listed.

List Created Date: The time and date of title registration is indicated. (Note that this information is not 
time and date of title change.)

Finish Date: The time and date of completion of magazine inventory is indicated. (Note that this 
information is not indicated unless the magazine inventory is completed.)
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Registering new inventory
3 Click “New Inventory”

Entering an inventory title screen will be displayed.

4 Input a title in the “Inventory Title” field and click “Register”
New inventory registration takes place.
≥ Upon completion of new inventory registration, magazines registered in DA Manager at that point are 

registered in an inventory list.

Finishing inventory
3 Click “Finish” in the “Finish Inventory” field with respect to a title for which inventory should be 

finished
The inventory is complete.

Click “Cancel” in the “Finish Inventory” field with respect to a title for which inventory should be 
restored to an incomplete one
The complete inventory is restored to an incomplete one.

Changing an inventory title
3 Click “Change” in the “Change Inventory Title” field for a title to be changed

Entering an inventory title screen will be displayed.

4 Input a title in the “Inventory Title” field and then click “Change”
The inventory title is changed.

Deleting inventory
3 Click “Delete” in the “Delete Inventory” field for a title to be deleted
4 Click “OK”

Inventory information is deleted.

Downloading an inventory list
3 Click “Download” in the “Download List” field for the title of the inventory list that should be 

downloaded
The inventory list is downloaded.
The inventory list is a text file with the extension “.txt” in which listed items are delimited by commas.
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Displaying a list of magazines of which the inventory has been completed
For a complete inventory title, the time and date are indicated in the “Finish Date” field and “Cancel” is indicated in 
the “Finish Inventory” field.
3 Click the title for the Magazine List that should be displayed

The magazine inventory list screen is indicated.

≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
A Column heading

For more information on items other than the above, refer to “Magazine List” ( 44).
≥ For “Location Category”, “Shelf” and “Remarks”, the information at inventory taking are indicated.

Inventory Checking 
Date: The time and date of inventory are indicated.

Operator: An operator for inventory is indicated.

Inventory Check 
Remarks: Inventory-related remarks at inventory taking are indicated.
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Magazine inventory
1 Log in to the Web interface as a magazine or system administrator
2 Select “Magazine Management”    “Magazine Inventory” from the menu

The Magazine Inventory screen will be displayed. ( 61)
≥ In an incomplete inventory title, the time and date are not indicated in the “Finish Date” field and “Finish” is 

indicated in the “Finish Inventory” field.
3 Click the title for which the inventory should take place

The Check Inventory screen is displayed to display a list of magazines not subjected to an inventory.

4 Use the search and sort features to search the desired magazine
≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
≥ For the information on items, refer to “Displaying a list of magazines of which the inventory has been 

completed” ( 63).
5 Select checkbox to specify the magazine for inventory check
6 Input inventory-related remarks in the “Inventory Check Remarks” field A
7 Select an operator from a drop-down list B
8 Click “Inventory”
9 Click “OK”

Inventory is performed and the selected magazine changes to the one subjected to an inventory.

Note
≥ When inventory is performed by multiple operators, steps 4 to 9 must be performed by each operator.
≥ A magazine subjected to an inventory can be restored to the one not subjected to an inventory. ( 65)
≥ To finish inventory, completion of inventory should be registered according to a procedure shown in “Finishing 

inventory” ( 62).
≥ The magazine with completed inventory checking cannot be re-checked. If you wish to re-check inventory, 

change the status to incomplete in “Finishing inventory” ( 62) beforehand.
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Restoring a magazine subjected to an inventory to the one not subjected to an inventory
1 Click “View Inventory Status” on the Check Inventory screen ( 64)

The View Inventory Status screen is displayed to show a list of magazines subjected to an inventory.

2 Use the search and sort features to search the desired magazine
≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
≥ For the information on items, refer to “Displaying a list of magazines of which the inventory has been 

completed” ( 63).
3 Select the checkbox for a magazine to be restored to the one not subjected to an inventory
4 Click “Cancel Inventory Check”
5 Click “OK”

Inventory is canceled and the selected magazine is restored to the one not subjected to an inventory.

Note
≥ The magazine with completed inventory checking cannot be restored to the one not subjected to an inventory. 

If you wish to make the inventory status to be not subjected to an inventory, change the status to incomplete in 
“Finishing inventory” ( 62) to cancel inventory checking.

≥ The discarded magazine can be removed from the inventory list when its inventory status has changed to be 
not subjected to an inventory.
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Cache management
These functions are used in the following cases.

Main functions Person in charge
≥ Cache-related management functions such as making initial cache settings and 

settings for synchronizing write data with a magazine and releasing cache files
* Refer to “Scheme for writing and reading data” ( 12).

System administrator

Changing cache-related settings

Cache Initial Settings  Page 67

Making settings for write cache synchronization

Cache Synchronization Settings  Page 68

Releasing the read cache or write cache because of a shortage of the cache effective capacity or a cache full 
condition

Release Cache File  Page 70

Note
≥ A file can be neither read nor written in the event of a shortage in the cache effective capacity even after 

deletion of all expired caches. In such a case, release the read cache according to a procedure shown in the 
section on “Release Cache File” ( 70).
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Cache Initial Settings
1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Cache Initial Settings” from the menu

The Cache Initial Settings screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items
A Storage Node

Select the storage node for which you wish to set up the cache.
B Deletion Unit of Overdue Read Cache

Size of expired read cache files to be deleted when write cache files fill up (0.01 GB (Enter up to two 
decimal places.))

C Lower Limit of Available Cache Size
Size of the cache effective capacity to notify a shortage of capacity to the system administrator (GB)
≥ Specify a value including a capacity of an expired read cache.

4 Click “Set”
5 Click “OK”

Note
≥ The Deletion Unit of Overdue Read Cache is the size of caches to be automatically deleted when there is not 

enough available cache free space for reading or writing. When this value is set to a smaller one, the number 
of automatic deletion times increases depending on the size of a read/write file.

≥ When the size of the cache effective capacity falls below the lower limit of the available cache size, email 
notification is sent to the system administrator. In this case, synchronize the write cache with the magazine by 
Release Cache File to increase the size of the expired cache file.
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Cache Synchronization Settings
This enables you to set the schedule for the write cache synchronization.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Cache Synchronization Settings” from the menu

The Cache Synchronization Settings screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items

A Immediate
Execute synchronization immediately.

B Time
Execute synchronization once at a specified time.

C Interval - time
Execute synchronization at a regular interval. (Minute)

D Day of week
1 Select the checkbox of the day for synchronization.
2 Set the time to start synchronization.

E Interval - day
1 Set the number of days between synchronizations.
2 Set the time to start synchronization.

F Off
Set the schedule to off.

G Write Cache Threshold for Automatic Magazine Synchronization
Specify the capacity of the write cache in order to start synchronization to the magazine automatically.
≥ When “0” is specified, synchronization will not start automatically.

H Cache Delete Threshold
Specify the cache free space to delete the expired cache automatically.

4 A B: Click “Execute”
C D E F G H: Click “Register”
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5 Click “OK”

Note
≥ When a file is being read from a magazine, it may take time because execution begins only after completion of 

the file read operation.
≥ The write cache that was added after synchronization began will be synchronized when the next 

synchronization begins.
≥ When a magazine synchronization is started, it cannot be suspended or stopped until the synchronization is 

complete. Do not stop / restart / power off during a magazine synchronization.
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Release Cache File
When the cache effective capacity runs short or a cache full condition arises, perform the following procedure to 
increase an effective cache area.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Release Cache File” from the menu

The Release Cache File screen will be displayed.

A Total Cache size
Total Cache size: Cache size of the specified storage node
Unsynchronized Cache Size:

Write cache capacity that does not complete synchronization with the specified 
storage node

Available: The cache effective capacity for read or write cache
D Column heading

Expiration date: For read cache, the cache expiration dates are indicated.

Magazine: The IDs (one-dimensional/two-dimensional code) of magazines in which files are or 
will be saved are indicated.

Size: The file size is indicated.

Type: The cache type is indicated.
“R”: Read cache / “W”: Write cache

File Name: The cached file name is indicated.
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3 Narrow down a list by using search and sort functions
≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.
≥ There are four types of read caches.

Select a target type of cache using a checkbox for “Referenced” B or “Including released files” C.

`Referenced lifetime read cache `Referenced overdue read cache
`Unreferenced lifetime read cache `Unreferenced overdue read cache

Checkbox Target search cache
B j C j Unreferenced lifetime read cache

j Referenced lifetime read cache

j Unreferenced lifetime read cache, Unreferenced overdue read cache

Referenced lifetime read cache, Referenced overdue read cache
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Releasing a write cache file

4 “Synchronize” is indicated for unsynchronized files in the write cache. Click the “Synchronize” button 
of the file you wish to synchronize

5 Click “OK”
Synchronization is executed. While the synchronization is running, “Synchronizing” is displayed.

Releasing a write cache file (Cache failure)
When any abnormality occurs in a write cache file, such as the cache file is not readable or synchronization is not 
possible, force delete the write cache to resolve the failure.
Force delete must only be performed for a cache failure.

4 “Synchronize” is displayed for an unsynchronized file in a write cache. Select the checkbox to specify 
the cache files you wish to delete

5 Click “Delete”
6 Click “OK”

Note
≥ When there is another file to be synchronized in a magazine with which a specified file is to be synchronized, 

another file is synchronized as well.
≥ When a read operation is in progress, it may take time to start synchronization because synchronization cannot 

start unless the read operation terminates.
≥ It may take time depending on the size of the file to be synchronized.
≥ When a magazine synchronization is started, it cannot be suspended or stopped until the synchronization is 

complete. Do not stop / restart / power off during a magazine synchronization.

Note
When a write cache is force deleted, the process will be as follows:
≥ The write cache which has been force deleted is deleted from the cache folder.
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Releasing a read cache file

4 Select the checkbox to specify the read cache files you wish to delete
5 Click “Release”
6 Click “OK”

The read cache file is released.

Note
≥ When a specified read cache file expires and a cache becomes full, the file is automatically deleted.
≥ When you release read cache files, it is recommended that referenced ones be released first, starting from the 

one with the shortest expiration date.
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System management
Register/Stop DATA ARCHIVER
This enables you to add or remove a DA unit connected to the storage node to or from the DA Manager. You can 
also start or stop a DA unit controlled by the DA Manager.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Register/Stop DATA ARCHIVER” from the menu

The Register/Stop DATA ARCHIVER screen will be displayed.

≥ For essential details on the operation of the screen, refer to “Note” on page 24.

B Column heading

3 Select the storage node that is connected to the DA unit to be operated (A)

Registration of DA unit
Register the DA unit that shows “Unregistered” in the “Status” column in the database.
4 Click “Register”
5 Click “OK”

Main functions Person in charge
≥ Functions for managing entire system of the DA Manager such as registering DA 

unit, displaying the system configuration.

System administrator

DATA ARCHIVER: The DA unit name is indicated.

Serial No.: The DA unit serial number is indicated.

Device Node: The device node name for the internal management of DA Manager. It is not visible 
from the users (general users).

Status: “Active” : Operation controlled by DA Manager
“Changing state to inactive” : 
Transit to inactive status currently controlled by DA Manager
“Inactive” : Operation stopped by DA Manager
“Disconnected” : Currently this DA unit is not connected with DA Manager even 
though it is controlled
“Unregistered” : Connected with the DA Manager and power is turned on, but not 
controlled by the DA Manager
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Deletion of DA unit
Delete the information about the DA unit that shows “Inactive” or “Disconnected” in the “Status” column from the 
database.
4 Click “Delete”
5 Click “OK”

≥ The DA unit is removed from the list.

Start the DA unit
Start the DA unit that shows “Inactive” in the “Status” column.
4 Click “Start”
5 Click “OK”

Stop the DA unit
Stop the DA unit that shows “Active” in the “Status” column.
4 Click “Stop”
5 Click “OK”

Turning on a DA unit
Turn on the DA unit that shows “Disconnected” in the “Status” column.
≥ The power can be turned on only when “DATA ARCHIVER Low power consumption control” ( 83) is specified to 

“On”.
4 Click “Power-On”
5 Click “OK”

お知らせ
≥ Read / Write operation is only available for a DA unit which has been registered.
≥ It may take time to stop a DA unit when batch processing is running.
≥ Before turning off the DA unit or removing it for maintenance, make sure that the “Status” column does not 

show “Active” or “Changing state to inactive”.
≥ When the DA unit has stopped, all of the magazines in the DA unit will be in the offline state. When a magazine 

that is to be synchronized in a container is offline, the object can no longer be PUT to the container that 
contains the magazine.
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DATA ARCHIVER Setting
This enables you to specify the maximum number of write available drives in the Scalable DA.

1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “DATA ARCHIVER Setting” from the menu

The DATA ARCHIVER Setting screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items
Select the storage node which is connected to Scalable DA in A.
Select the Scalable DA B and enter the number of write available drives.
The maximum number of write available drives must be less than or equal to the number of drives in the system 
which is connected to the Scalable DA.

4 Click “Change”

Note
≥ When the number of write available drives has been specified, but the batch for the write process has not been 

registered, the read process will start.
≥ The number of write available drives can be specified only when the Scalable DA is connected.
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Viewing system configuration
Check information concerning DA Manager version, and registered DA unit information.

1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Display System Configuration” from the menu

The Display System Configuration screen will be displayed.

3 Select the item to view from the tree on the left
≥ Clicking  causes a tree to expand, so that both Storage Node and DA unit are displayed.
≥ Clicking “Proxy Node”, “Storage Node”, “Drive”, or “Changer” causes its information to be displayed to the 

right.
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Display System Status
Check the status of the entire system, the use status of a database or cache, and the status of a DA unit.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Display System Status” from the menu

The Display System Status screen will be displayed.

A Refresh
Clicking “Refresh” causes the latest information to be displayed.

B Total Number of Containers
Deleted containers are not counted.

C Total Number of Magazines
Magazines not recognized by DA Manager (magazines for which “Unknown” is indicated in “Magazine 
List”) are not counted.

D DATA ARCHIVER
The number of DA whose status is “Active” is indicated.

E Used
The usage of the database is displayed.

F Cache Status
The occupied size of the cache folder is indicated.

G Number of Containers to Import
The number of containers that can be imported and is not still imported is indicated.

H Importing Container Name
The name of the container that is being imported is indicated.

I Drawer Status
The lock status of a DA unit magazine drawer is indicated.

J Slot Status
Magazines not recognized by DA Manager (magazines for which “Unknown” is indicated in “Magazine 
List”) are counted as well.

“Locked”: Inhibits an unlock operation for a DA unit magazine drawer.

“Unlocked”: Allows an unlock operation for a DA unit magazine drawer.
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Magazine Copy Settings
This settings function enables you to set up a schedule of Copy Magazine.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”  “Magazine Copy Settings” from the menu

The Magazine Copy Settings screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items

A Immediate
Executes Copy Magazine immediately

B Time
Copy Magazine will be executed once at the time that you specified

C Interval - time
Copy Magazine will be executed at regular intervals (Minutes)

D Day of week
1 Select the check box of the day for Copy Magazine
2 Specify the time to start Copy Magazine

E Interval - day
1 Enter the number of days between Copy Magazines
2 Specify the time to start Copy Magazine

F Off
Set the schedule to “Off”

4 AB: Click “Execute”
CDEF: Click “Register”

5 Click “OK”

Note
≥ When a Copy Magazine operation is started, it cannot be suspended or stopped until the copy is complete. Do 

not stop / restart / power off during a Copy Magazine.
≥ When there is no drive that can execute copy, it may take a longer time.
≥ If you added the Magazine Copy Settings after the start time, the copy will start at the time of next Copy 

Magazine.
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User registration and management
DA Manager uses Keystone in OpenStack for managing users.
Keystone manages user (user/magazine administrator/system administrator) or the group registration/deletion. DA 
Manager refers to the information.
For more information about the user or group registration/deletion, refer to the pertinent manual or reference 
materials commercially available on the market.

User Group Settings
Setup the linkage so that the DA Manager is able to refer to the user or group information created in Keystone.

1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “User Group Settings” from the menu

The User Group Settings screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items
Follow the Keystone settings to set up the items.
A Users group*

User group that can access the Web interface
B Magazine managers group*

User group that is allowed to use the magazine management functions
C System administrators group*

User group that is allowed to use the system management functions
*Create or assign the role on Keystone in advance.

4 Click “Set”
5 Click “OK”

The settings are accepted and then you can log into the DA Manager with your Keystone user name.

Note
≥ You will not be able to log in to DA Manager when the contents of “User Group Settings” and the Keystone 

settings are different.
≥ To change the settings of Keystone, make sure that you change the contents of “User Group Settings” and 

then set up the same content in Keystone.
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Mail Server Settings
DA Manager sends an email notification in such a situation that the size of the cache effective capacity falls below 
the lower limit of the available cache size. To allow DA Manager to send the email notification, make the mail server 
settings.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Mail Server Settings” from the menu

The Mail Server Settings screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items
A SMTP Server Name

Enter the host name (FQDN) or IP address of the SMTP server
B SMTP Port Number
C SMTP Domain Name
D SMTP Authentication

To use SMTP authentication, check a checkbox for SMTP Authentication. Make the following settings.

4 Click “Set”
5 Click “OK”

CRAM-MD5/
LOGIN/PLAIN: Specifies an SMTP authentication method.

User ID: Specifies a user ID to be used for SMTP authentication.

Password: Specifies a password to be used for SMTP authentication.
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Container Initial Settings
Create the settings below.
≥ Default value of the Container Default Settings ( 27) for the Account
≥ Assignment of the magazine to the Account by user

1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Container Initial Settings” from the menu

The Container Initial Settings screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items
A New Container - Default RAID Level

The RAID level selected here will be the default value of Container Default Settings ( 27) in the Account.
B New Container - Selectable Encryption Mode

≥ The Encryption Mode chosen under "Enable" can be selected on the Container Default Settings screen 
( 27) and the Register/Change Container screen ( 32).
≥ The mode selected under “Default” is specified as the default display of the Container Default Settings 

( 27) for the Account.
C Automatic Magazine Assignment

Select the item for the default display of the Container Default Settings ( 27) for the Account.
D Mirror

Select the item for the default display of the Container Default Settings ( 27) for the Account.
E Magazine Assignment by Account

4 Click “Set”
5 Click “OK”

Invalid: Only system administrator and magazine administrator can assign any magazines 
to the account.

Valid: User can assign own magazine to the account.
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Storage Node Settings
These settings enable you to define the Write Error Threshold, Output Level of Log, DATA ARCHIVER Low power 
consumption control, Read Cache Lifetime, and GET Object Settings for Nearline Magazines.
1 Log in to the Web interface as a system administrator
2 Select “System Management”    “Storage Node Settings” from the menu

The Storage Node Settings screen will be displayed.

3 Set up the following items
A Write Error Threshold

Set the number of errors at each RAID level (RAID 5 or RAID 6) that permits a recording operation to 
continue even when errors occur concurrently in multiple disks constituting a magazine during the 
recording operation by a DA unit.

≥ When recording takes place on a RAID 0 formatted magazine, its operation is performed assuming “0” as 
a recording error threshold regardless of the setting value.

B Output Level of Log
The operating status of DA Manager is output to an event log. Select an output level for an event log from 
the following two types of levels.

C DATA ARCHIVER Low power consumption control
Low power consumption control for DA unit settings.

2: Up to two errors are accepted (only for RAID 6)

1: One error is accepted (for RAID 5/6)

0: No errors are accepted (report an error even if only one error) (for RAID 5/6)

Minimum: Level at which the operating status of DA Manager can be checked.

Detail: Level at which the detailed operating status of DA Manager can be checked.

On: Set to control the low power consumption for DA unit

Off: Set to not control the low power consumption for DA unit

Low power 
consumption 
transition period:

Specify the time to change to the low power consumption state from the last access 
to DA unit
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Settings and management System management
D Read Cache Lifetime
Expiration date of the data that was read into the read cache from the magazine (date)

E GET Object Settings for Nearline Magazines

4 Click “Set”
5 Click “OK”

On: Load a magazine automatically and read the file.

Off: Treated as an error.

Note
≥ When “DATA ARCHIVER Low power consumption control” is set to “Off”, the DA units that are turned off need 

to be turned on manually.
≥ To switch “DATA ARCHIVER Low power consumption control” from “On” to “Off” when there are DA units that 

have been turned off by the low power consumption control, switch the setting to “Off” first, and then turn on the 
DA units manually.

≥ When turning on the DA unit manually, restart the management server.
≥ Care should be taken because the number of expired read cache files that can be automatically deleted for a 

shortage of the cache free space may be insufficient, and reading and writing may be impossible when a long 
period of days is specified as the read cache validity term.
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FAQ Troubleshooting
FAQ
Check the following items to try to resolve the problem.
If the problem is not resolved, please contact your vendor.

Caching and Database

Container and Magazine

Question Answer

How do I check that writing to a magazine is 
complete?

≥ Refer to “Release Cache File” ( 70). In order to search the 
magazine, select the magazine from the drop-down list and 
specify the Cache type as WRITE. It does not appear if the 
write is complete.

The cache does not synchronize according to 
the schedule (unsynchronized cache size will 
not be reduced).

≥ Caching is performed in order that the cache 
synchronization process is suspended during reading from 
the magazine.

How do I increase the capacity of the cache? ≥ Add HDD to the volume that is assigned to the cache in each 
storage node.

How do I integrate another DA Manager 
database?

≥ DA Manager does not provide the capability.

Question Answer

How do I check that a new magazine loaded in 
the DA unit is registered in the DA Manager 
properly?

≥ Refer to “Load/Unload Magazine” ( 39) to check that the 
slot status of the magazine drawer in DA where a new 
magazine has been loaded shows “Not Formatted”. The new 
magazine is not normally recognized when the status shows 
“Unknown” or “Other format”.

Can I set the maximum size of the container? ≥ DA Manager does not provide the capability.

How do I change the encryption or RAID level 
of a container?

≥ These settings cannot be modified after the container 
creation.

Can I use a magazine that is used in another 
DA Manager?

≥ A magazine recorded by DA Manager Windows version is 
not available.

≥ A magazine recorded by DA Manager Linux version is 
available by using Import Container ( 51).

How do I delete a container? ≥ Containers cannot be deleted using the Web UI. 
After deleting all objects in the container on REST API, 
delete the container on it. When a container has been deleted, 
all of the magazines assigned to the container are automatically 
deleted.
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FAQ Troubleshooting FAQ
System

Operation with the Web interface

Question Answer

I do not receive email notifications, such as 
request for magazine loading.

≥ Make sure the mail server is working correctly.
≥ Check the email address configuration for Keystone. If you 

are not sure, ask your Keystone administrator.
≥ Check the “User Group Settings” ( 80) or “Mail Server 

Settings” ( 81).

How do I get the system information or the 
condition by SNMP?

≥ DA Manager does not support SNMP.
You can get DA Manager version information, the connected 
DA unit information, and magazine information through the 
API.

Question Answer

Authentication error occurs some time after 
login.

≥ Keystone Token has expired. Log out and log in again.

I cannot connect. ≥ Check the network settings such as DNS on the OS settings 
of the client PC.

≥ Please consult your network administrator or system 
administrator of the DA Manager.

The view is wrong. ≥ Use the recommended browser.
≥ Make sure the web browser settings are correct.

I changed the contents of the object, but the 
object still shows the status before the change.

≥ It may take some time to update the various states due to 
the characteristics of Swift (i.e. Eventual Consistency). Wait 
a few moments and check the status again.
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Appendix
Software operating environment
Management server
The Management server (DATA ARCHIVER Manager installation PC) must meet the following requirements:

* Resources required (Management Server configuration, CPU, memory, hard disk, database) will change subject 
to use.

* Successful operation is not guaranteed on all PCs with the recommended operating environment.

Others
Recommended Web Browser:  WindowsR Internet ExplorerR 8 or later

Operating system Red HatR Enterprise LinuxR 7 or Cent OS 7

CPU To satisfy the OS and the database requirements

Memory To satisfy the OS and the database requirements

Display To satisfy the OS requirements

Hard disk Software install 500 MB or greater free space

Cache 1.2 TB or greater
≥ Provides its own volume for Swift and a cache.

Drive DVD-ROM drive — required for the installation

Interface ≥ LAN
≥ Interface for storage connection

Support for storage, SAS/FC/Network

Others Support storage: SCALABLE DATA ARCHIVER (LB-DH8),
ÉTÉ|Å[ÉgÉXÉgÉDATA ARCHIVER (LB-DM9)
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Appendix Software operating environment
≥ Microsoft, Windows and Internet Explorer are registered trademarks or trademarks of U.S. Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries.
≥ Red Hat Enterprise Linux is a registered trademark or trademark of Red Hat, Inc. in the United States and other countries.
≥ QR code is a registered trademark of DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED in Japan and other countries.
≥ Linux is a registered trademark or trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States and other countries.
≥ UNIX is a registered trademark or trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other countries.
≥ NFS is a registered trademark or trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and other countries.
≥ All other various names, product names and company names mentioned in this document are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective 

owners.

This product incorporates the following software:
(1) the software developed independently by or for Panasonic Corporation,
(2) the software owned by third party and licensed to Panasonic Corporation,
(3) the software licensed under the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0 (GPL V2.0) or Version 3.0 (GPL V3.0),
(4) the software licensed under the GNU LESSER General Public License, Version 2.1 (LGPL V2.1) or Version 3.0 (LGPL V3.0), and/or
(5) open source software other than the software licensed under the GPL V2.0, GPL V3.0, LGPL V2.1 and/or LGPL V3.0.

The software categorized as (3) - (5) are distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Please refer to the detailed terms and conditions thereof shown in the attached Installation 
Medium.

At least three (3) years (and as long as Panasonic offers spare parts or customer support for this product, with respect to the software granted under GPL V3.0 or 
LGPL V3.0) from delivery of this product, Panasonic will give to any third party who contacts us at the contact information provided below, for a charge no more 
than our cost of physically performing source code distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code covered under GPL V2.0, 
GPL V3.0, LGPL V2.1 and LGPL V3.0 or the other licenses with the obligation to do so, as well as the respective copyright notice thereof.

Contact Information: oss-cd-request@gg.jp.panasonic.com
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Special notes
∫We assumes no responsibility whatsoever for any cost for direct or indirect damage and data loss resulting from 
use of this software or any other fault during/after the warranty period.

∫The management of data stored in the Data Archive magazine is the responsibility of the user. We advise that you 
verify operation before you using the software and make sure that you have a backup of critical data.

∫  If the password is known to third parties, there may be unauthorized use. Management of the password is at your 
own risk. We assume no responsibility if your password was used improperly.

∫The software and the information contained in this document are subject to change without notice.

∫Notice for Transfer and Disposal
To transfer or discard a management server in which information relevant to DA Manager is stored, a cache 
storage, Maria DB server, Keystone server, client PC, or backup media which contains configuration or encryption 
key, initialization or physical destruction of the server or media to prevent the information leakage is 
recommended.
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Glossary
Account
Swift user and also an owner of the container. Same 
meaning as a tenant of Keystone.

Account key
Key to use for encryption. The key is generated during 
the setting of Container Default Settings.

Account user
User who can operate files.

Barcode
One-dimensional or two-dimensional code.

Batch processing
Processing to read or write the data from/to a 
magazine. There are two types of batch: fixed/regular 
and immediate.

Cache
The temporary storage area in order to speed up the 
access to the data in the magazine.
There are read and write caches.

Cache effective capacity
Cache free space combined with expired read cache 
space

CIFS
Stands for Common Internet File System. A file-
sharing protocol published by Microsoft.

Container
Location to store the object. Equivalent to the 
Windows volume or folder. More than one container 
can be created. However, a container cannot be 
created within another container.

Container key
Key to use for encryption. It is generated during the 
creation of a new container.

DATA ARCHIVER
Stores up to 90 magazines, reads and writes the 
magazines under software control. Referred to as “DA” 
in this manual.

Drawer
Location to store the magazine in the DA unit.

Encryption
Altering the written contents using an encryption key to 
protect from unauthorized access. The software 
encrypts with the encryption capability of the DA unit. 
The system key, Account key or container key is used 
as an encryption key.

Finalize
Post-processing to prevent additional writing. The 
software performs this on a per-container basis. All 
magazines specified in the container will be finalized.

Format
Initializing the magazine to be able to read or write the 
data. The software performs the format automatically 
according to the prescribed conditions after the 
registration of a new magazine in the container.

Import
Acquire a container from the magazine that was 
created with another DA Manager Linux version.

Inventory
Checking where the offline magazines are stored.

ISO9660
File system standardized for CD-ROM in 1988.

Keystone
Integrated authentication for various services provided 
by OpenStack. Managing tenants, users, groups and 
roles, etc.

Load balancer
Device for load balancing to distribute access or 
isolate a server that is in failure when configured in 
multiple proxy nodes.
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Magazine
Recording media integrated with multiple-disks and 
RFID tag. The software treats more than one 
magazine as a container.

Magazine administrator
User with permission for magazine, shelf and 
container management.

Magazine drawer
The drawer style mechanism to install the magazine 
stack that contains the magazines.

Magazine group
The data to assure redundancy can be multiplexed in 
magazines that are grouped.

Magazine load requests
The request sent to a magazine administrator from the 
software to load a magazine in the DA unit when the 
read/write request for offline objects or nearline objects 
occurred.

Magazine set
A collection of magazines assigned per Swift account. 

Maria DB
Open-source relational database management system 
that is compatible with MySQL.

Meta-information
Information used for search keywords that can be 
assigned as extended file attributes.

Nearline magazine
A magazine that has been loaded in the DA unit, but it 
is not loaded into a drive.

Nearline object
An object that is stored in a magazine in the DA unit, 
but the magazine has not been loaded into a drive, 
and being not read in the cache.

NFS
Stands for Network File System. Distributed file system 
and its protocol primarily used in UNIX-like operating 
systems.

Object
A piece of information to be recorded to storage. 
Objects are equivalent to files in Windows, and 
metadata can be assigned to them.

Offline magazine
A magazine not stored in the DA unit. If you stop the 
DA unit, the magazines become offline in the DA unit.

Offline object
An object saved in a magazine that is not stored in the 
DA unit and being not read in the cache.

One-dimensional or two-dimensional code
Code that is attached by the user to identify a 
magazine in the user label attachment area of 
magazine. Create by using Code 39 as one-
dimensional code or QR code as two-dimensional 
code.

Online magazine
A magazine loaded in the drive system of the DA unit.

Online object
An object saved in a magazine that has been loaded in 
a drive, or an object that is being read in the cache.

OpenStack
IaaS cloud computing project initiated by Rackspace 
Hosting and NASA in 2010. Currently, more than 200 
companies participate.

Operator
A person who actually performs an inventory. A 
magazine administrator will register the operator.

Overdue read cache
Read cache past its expiration. It will be deleted 
automatically when there is not enough cache free 
space.  

RAID
Stands for Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks.
Technology to improve redundancy with combined 
multiple disks or devices.
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REST
Stands for Representational State Transfer. One of the 
Web architecture styles to send back responses to the 
request for HTTP.

RFID
Short range wireless communication to read or write 
the information. RFID tags are embedded in the 
magazines, an RFID reader/writer is embedded in DA 
unit to manage magazine information.

SCALABLE DATA ARCHIVER
Stores 76 to 532 magazines with the scalable module 
configuration, and reads and writes the magazines 
under the control of this software. Described as 
"Scalable DA" in this manual.

Shelf
Location where offline magazines ejected from the DA 
unit are stored separately.
“Box”, “Step” or “Room” is also available as “Shelf”.

Shelf management
Managing the offline magazines stored on a shelf.
Conducting an inventory to check all magazines are 
stored.

Swift
One of the components that comprise the OpenStack 
and offers cloud storage.

System administrator
User who has privileges to manage the software.
A system administrator can double as a magazine 
administrator.

System key
Key to use for encryption. It is generated during the 
installation of the software.

System metadata
The data assigned from Swift, such as the object 
creation time information (Date) and the hash value of 
the object (Etag). Assigned to each account, container, 
and object.

S3QL
File system for online data storage. Offering a 
standard UNIX file system.

Tenant
A group of users for the Keystone. The same meaning 
as an account for Swift.

UDF
Stands for Universal Disk Format. File system for 
optical disks to be used when the system reads or 
writes data.

User
Entity to issue the Swift API utilizing this system.

User metadata
Metadata created from user-assigned data. Assigned 
to each account, container, and object.

Web interface
Interface for operation of files, configuration and 
maintenance of the software. Use http or https to 
access the Web interface over the network.

Write-protection
A logical write-protect attribute configured on a 
container. The magazine itself cannot be modified.
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Menu item

C
Cache Initial Settings............................................ 67

Deletion Unit of Overdue Read Cache.............. 67
Lower Limit of Available Cache Size................. 67
Storage Node.................................................... 67

Cache Synchronization Settings........................... 68
Cache Delete Threshold ................................... 68
Day of week ...................................................... 68
Immediate ......................................................... 68
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Interval - time .................................................... 68
Off ..................................................................... 68
Time .................................................................. 68
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Synchronization ................................................ 68

Change Magazine Barcode .................................. 47
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Container Default Settings.................................... 27

Automatic Magazine Assignment...................... 28
Encryption ......................................................... 28
Mirror................................................................. 28
New Container - Default RAID Level ................ 27

Container Initial Settings....................................... 82
Automatic Magazine Assignment...................... 82
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Mirror................................................................. 82
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Copy Magazine..................................................... 48
Account ............................................................. 48
Container Name................................................ 48
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DATA ARCHIVER Setting .................................... 76
Discard Magazine................................................. 54
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Importing Container Name................................ 78
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Container ID...................................................... 51
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Status................................................................ 51
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Load/Unload Magazine......................................... 39

Empty................................................................ 40
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Online................................................................ 40
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